Chapter 3341
Charlie looked at Zynn and found that this guy’s mouth was bulging and his whole face
was deformed, so he was a bit stunned and couldn’t help but ask Hamid: “Older brother,
what’s going on with him?”
Hamid looked at Zynn and said with a smile, “Brother, this guy’s mouth chattering
incessantly, annoying me to death, I first plugged his mouth.”
Said, and pinch Zynn’s cheek, hard will beret from his mouth ripped out.
Zynn painfully desperately rubbed both cheeks. Hamid crumpled beret in the hands of
the flip, and on the legs snapped a few times.
After stretching the hat, he put it directly on his head, and also adjusted the position
from side to side, and then took Charlie’s shoulders.
Enthusiastically said: “Come! Wade brother! Come to my office for a cup of coffee, we
both need to have a good chat!”
Charlie looked at the beret on top of his head, and then looked at Zynn, who had a
painful expression, smiled helplessly, and then asked him, “How are things these two
days? Has the Cataclysmic Front come to trouble you again?”
“No.” Hamid spoke, “Our scouts received the news that they are now shrinking their
encirclement, but I see that they have no intention of making a move anytime soon,
they must be afraid of being beaten by me.”
Said. Hamid with thumbs up, and said gratefully: “Brother, this time I really rely on your
great blessing, if you did not give me all this guidance, let me learn, ready to fight a
protracted war, I may have been long ago wiped out by the gang of Cataclysmic Front!”
“Just because I listened to your instructions, I took out 3,000 to 4,000 of their men in
two battles, without losing even a hundred of my own men, this brilliant battle is
unprecedented.”
When Zynn heard this, his whole body was even more stunned and dumbfounded, he
couldn’t even care about the severe pain in his cheek.

In his heart, he said with horror, “Da.mn it! Hamid played these strategic tactics, so it
was Charlie’s idea for him! I say why does his style of play look so familiar, so he learned
it from our a Chinese!”
“This guy Charlie is really a god, how can he remotely command a small warlord like
Hamid to fight two battles with extremely disparate strength and amazing results, is he
still a fcuk!ing human being?”
“Just Charlie this fancy, in the future, if he really wants to fight with the Su family headon, what can the Su family do to fight him?”
“Moreover, the strength of Charlie is also incomprehensible, the so-called experts like
Moby, it is estimated that in front of him, even a slap may not be able to carry, not to
mention that he has Hamid the licking dog.”
“This licking dog now has almost 10,000 soldiers in his hands. Already counted as a big
kingpin of Syria!”
At this time, Hamid enthusiastically pulled Charlie to go down the mountain, Zynn can
only follow the two.
When he reached Hamid’s office, Hamid looked back at him and sternly shouted, “What
are you doing here? Go back to your own pit!”
Zynn had to say flatteringly, “Okay Commander Hamid, I’ll go back now!”
Hamid turned his head to Charlie and said, “Don’t worry, brother, he doesn’t dare to go
anywhere except his pit now, he definitely can’t run away.”
Charlie dumbly smiled and nodded gently.
Zynn indeed did not dare to go anywhere else.

